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Abstract  

The aggregation of DNA molecules induced by cationic polymers is of 

importance to applications in gene delivery. In this work, we performed a series 

of umbrella sampling molecular dynamics simulations to calculate the potential of 

mean force (PMF) between two DNA molecules in the presence of 

polyethylenimine (PEI) molecules using the weighted histogram analysis method. 

The distance between the centers of mass of the two DNAs was chosen as the 

reaction coordinate, and the location and depth of the global minimum in the PMF 

curve were used to gauge the compactness and stability of the formed aggregate. 

The effects of the PEI to DNA charge ratio (N/P charge ratio), protonation state of 

the PEI and lipid modification of PEI were investigated. Compared with small 

multivalent ions, PEIs give rise to stronger DNA attraction. The DNA aggregation 

was found to be more favorable at higher N/P charge ratios and higher PEI 

protonation ratios, with the depth of the PMF well more strongly influenced by 

the N/P charge ratio. The lipid substitution in the PEI molecules promotes the 

formation of more stable aggregates in case of long lipids but not in the case of 

short lipids. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

This work is motivated by the considerable interest in DNA condensation and its 

role in gene therapy. Gene therapy requires gene delivery vectors which can 

efficiently transfer the gene inside the cell. This chapter starts with an 

introduction to gene therapy and DNA condensation. The first section explains 

how DNA is packed inside a cell and how DNA condensation occurs in-vitro. 

This is followed by a review of the theoretical studies on the mechanisms 

governing DNA condensation in the presence of cationic ions in a controlled 

environment and also on the polycation mediated DNA aggregation. This chapter 

also introduces a cationic polymer, polyethylenimine, which has been identified 

as an effective gene carrier. Lastly, the chapter provides an outline of the thesis. 

  

1.1 Introduction to DNA Condensation 

 

The phenomenon of transforming the DNA molecule from an extended state into 

a compact and more ordered state is known as DNA condensation [1]. DNA 

molecule is the source of all the genetic information in cells and is generally a 

large molecule, for example the T4 phage DNA has ~160,000 base pairs 

occupying a length of ~54 µm [1]. This molecule has to fit in a capsid of about 
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100 nm in diameter; which translates into a linear compression of 540 times [1]. 

An Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) driven process translocates and condenses 

DNA into a highly compact state, almost like a crystalline structure [2, 3]. 

 

DNA condensation has been of interest to researchers in various fields as it 

explains how a great amount of genetic information is packed inside highly dense 

and compact capsid or nuclei [1]. DNA condensation is also the pre-requisite for 

gene therapy [4], therefore, the condensation of DNA into compact forms is 

directly correlated to the efficacy of gene delivery. Gene therapy offers a potential 

treatment for cancer and other hereditary diseases by raising vaccination to a 

higher level [5]. It is based on insertion of genes into cells to eliminate the root 

cause of disease. The addition of such a foreign gene allows the cells to work in 

the same way as they were meant to do before they were initially defected. The 

discovery that gene could be transferred within the nucleic acids and the foreign 

genes can permanently become a part of the genome has provided a base to 

scientists for the invention of therapeutic remedies [6]. In order to transfer the 

gene inside the cell genome, a carrier is required. It was found that viruses can act 

as carriers for foreign genes by infecting the cells, thereby, transferring the gene 

inside the cell; but the viruses as gene carriers can be unsafe for human. Other 

non-viral gene carriers, including polymers, were then developed as a substitute to 

the viruses.   
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In nature, a large DNA is condensed and compacted to fit inside the nucleus; this 

condensation takes place due to many factors including chromosomal domains, 

polyamines, histone proteins and the space competition with RNA and proteins 

[7, 8, 9]. The study of DNA condensation began with the study of the structure 

and morphology of DNA inside a capsid [2, 10]. This was facilitated first by X-

Ray diffraction and then by electron microscopy, and the initial studies suggested 

that DNA was packed in a toroidal structure inside a phage head [11]. Richards et 

al. [12] suggested that the condensed DNA was wound in a uniform curvature. 

Earnshaw et al. [12] proposed two models for the toroidal structure of DNA 

condensates, namely “ball of string” and “co-axial spool”.  In the “ball of string” 

model, the DNA is wrapped around a spherical ball with any radius and any order. 

The co-axial spool on the other hand was an ordered model, wherein the DNA 

was supposed to be wound around a common axis in concentric circles. The latter 

is the most commonly supported model [10]. Cerretelli et al. [2], in their 

experiment using cryo-electromagnetic imaging, showed that there can be 

multiple concentric DNA wounds inside a capsid.  

 

Recently, the factors affecting DNA condensation have been of interest in various 

studies due to the significance of DNA condensation in gene delivery. The 

observation that DNA condensation can occur in the presence of some condensing 

agents, like cationic ions, has been confirmed in various experimental settings 

[13, 14].
 
Gosule et al. [13] demonstrated that adding spermidine in a test tube with 

low ionic strength (0.001 M) aqueous buffer could cause spontaneous DNA 
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condensation. In an experiment by Wilson et al. [14], it was shown that DNA was 

condensed from its extended coil form upon the addition of trivalent or tetravalent 

cations. Widom et al. [15] in their experiment, proved the capability of cobalt 

hexamine to induce DNA condensation.   

 

Not all types of cationic ions have the ability to condense DNA in aqueous 

solution [16]. It was shown nearly three decades ago that multivalent cations are 

capable of condensing DNA in aqueous solutions while monovalent and divalent 

ions lack this ability [17, 18]. Raspaud et al. [19] demonstrated the aggregation of 

DNA by multivalent ion (spermidine) in four different states of DNA. Chattoraj et 

al. [20], in their experiment using electron microscope, observed that the 

formation of round and compact DNA molecules was caused due to the presence 

of spermidine molecule.  Cationic polymers have also proven to be successful in 

the condensation of DNA [21, 22]. Hansma et al. [23], observed the formation of 

toroids and short rods with a contour size of 300 nm using atomic force 

microscope when polylysine (PLL) was added to a solution with DNA molecules. 

Different polycations have been identified as potential gene carriers and 

condensing agents by careful study of DNA-polycation complex formation. 

 

1.2 Theoretical studies on DNA Condensation 

 

Some theoretical work has been done in identifying the impact of thermodynamic 

and kinetic factors on DNA aggregation [24], but there is still a lot to discover 
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[25, 26, 27, 28].  Various thermodynamic energies contribute to the energy 

changes involved in DNA condensation, which include free energy change due to 

DNA bending, entropy changes due to mixing of the condensates, energy change 

due to coulombic forces and energy changes due to hydration of the molecules 

[1].  

 

Bending free energy is directly proportional to the length of the DNA and 

inversely proportional to the square of the radius of curvature [1].  The bending of 

DNA molecule is essential for the formation of toroids and hence, it is necessary 

to overcome this bending rigidity. One way to do so is to use condensing agents 

which are highly mobile and have a tendency to induce bending [1]. For instance, 

it was observed that the flexibility of DNA increases in the presence of 

monovalent and divalent cations at specific concentrations [29]. 

 

Entropy of Mixing: The addition of condensing agents leads to the displacement 

of solute particles and separation of DNA from solvent [1]. Due to this movement 

of solute particles, entropy is lost due to and entropy changes vary throughout the 

condensation process.  

 

Coulombic Interactions: Coulombic interactions are one of the most important 

contributors towards the condensation process. In order for the condensation to 

take place, the repulsion among the negative charges on the phosphate backbone 

of DNA molecules needs to be shielded, which is generally done by introducing 
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cations [14]. Apart from the repulsion, coulombic interactions also contribute to 

ion fluctuations [25, 30], competition for cation binding, undercharging [1, 31] as 

well as overcharging [19, 25, 32] of the DNA condensates.  

 

Hydration Forces: These forces arise as a result of the change in the distribution 

of water molecules around the DNA due to the interactions between the 

condensing agent and DNA. These forces are generally favorable towards 

condensation since the release of water molecules upon the binding of the 

condensation with the DNA is entropically favorable [1, 33].  

 

There have been several theoretical studies on the mechanisms governing cation-

induced DNA condensation and aggregation. Wilson and Bloomfield [14] stated 

that charge neutralization was a prerequisite for the DNA condensation process; 

and for condensation to occur, it was necessary that at least 90% of the charge 

was neutralized. Oosawa [34] proved that the addition of counterions reduced the 

repulsion between like-charged polyelectrolytes. It was done by calculating the 

repulsive forces between the two rod shaped macro ions in terms of the charge 

density on the rods. The study shows that the fluctuations in the surface charge 

density of the polyelectrolytes (with counterions bound to them) are related to the 

distance between the chains; producing a long range attractive force which is 

similar in nature to van der Waal forces but depends inversely on the square of the 

separation distance. Manning [35] proposed that counterions condense on a 

polyelectrolyte, such that the linear charge density of the polyelectrolyte gets 
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lowered to a certain value. He defined a parameter for the polyelectrolyte ξ=lB/b 

(lB is Bjerrum length and b is distance between two neighboring charges on the 

backbone of the polyelectrolyte); ξ should be greater than 1 for counterions to 

condense on the polyelectrolyte's backbone. According to Manning [35], the 

charge density of the DNA in a solution is a function of the dielectric constant 

because of which the effect of charge neutralization caused by a specific cationic 

carrier on a DNA molecule might change, depending on the solution. As an 

example of this, we can state the work of Wilson et al. [14], who suggested that 

although divalent molecules are incapable of condensing DNA molecules in 

water, they can cause condensation in a solution with 50% methanol. By 

decreasing the dielectric constant of the solution, more cations can associate with 

DNA in the solution. Since it was predicted that mono- and di-valent cations are 

not successful in condensing the DNA and reducing the repulsion, most of the 

studies on DNA condensation have suggested the use of condensates with a 

valency of 3+ or more to neutralize DNA phosphate’s negative charge [20]. While 

many of these works [36] demonstrated that electrostatic screening of DNA’s 

charges by counterions could reduce the repulsion between DNAs at close 

separation, these studies were not able to fully explain DNA condensation.  

 

In particular, electrostatic screening can only reduce the distance between the 

segments on the DNA, whereas DNA in a condensed form involves lateral contact 

of the segments [37]. This led to the study of other mechanisms that are not based 

on electrostatic effects. In the simulation work by Sun et al. [38], where the 
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aggregation of two and four short DNA molecules in the presence of PEI 

molecules was investigated, it was found that in addition to the electrostatic 

screening, polyion bridging (a polyion simultaneously binds to multiple DNA 

molecules) is an important mechanism responsible for polycation-medicated DNA 

aggregation [38]. The polyion bridging is a reversible temporary bond between 

the two DNAs that brings them closer to each other as compared to their initial 

separation [38]. Other mechanisms proposed to explain DNA condensation by 

cations also exist, such as the formation of Wigner crystal by counterions [27], 

zipper motif model [39] and the creation of long range attractive hydration forces 

because of the counterions [33]. Shklovskii [27] provided an explanation for rod 

like polyelectrolyte condensation in the presence of counterions and later, 

extended it to DNA condensation. According to their theory in a DNA molecule, 

the phosphate groups carrying the negative charges, are located along the two 

spirals and are separated by a wide groove. The counterions tend to approach the 

phosphate groups, thereby forming a one dimensional Wigner crystal along the 

spiral. A large energy per ion is released when the crystalline spots on two such 

DNAs touch each other [27].  The zipper motif model extended the interaction 

theory for helical molecules to explain the phenomenon of DNA condensation 

[39]. Specifically Kornyshev et al. [39] proposed that the counterions arrange 

themselves in the grooves between the negatively charged phosphate groups, 

hence forming stripes of negative and positive charges. Two DNAs align such 

that the oppositely charged stripes come in close contact with each other (forming 

a zipper), thereby creating an electrostatic attraction between the two DNA 
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molecules [39]. Theories based on the long range attractive hydration forces 

suggest that the reconfiguration of water molecules between two DNA molecules 

in the presence of counterions results in the attraction of the two DNA molecules. 

Multivalent counterions upon adsorption cause re-distribution of the water 

molecules, thereby, making the DNAs come together and form a hexagonal array 

[33].  

 

1.3 Introduction to Polyethylenimine (PEI) 

 

One of the cationic polymers, PEI is able to form toroidal nanoscale aggregates 

with DNA molecules, [40, 41] which can subsequently facilitate in-vivo as well as 

in-vitro delivery of oligonucleotides and plasmid DNAs [42]. The micro- and 

nano-scale aggregates help in the cellular uptake of the DNA and protect them 

from degrading in the process of gene delivery [41].  PEI was first identified by 

Boussif et al. [42] as an effective gene carrier. Apart from its non-pharmaceutical 

usage like water purification and shampoo manufacturing, PEI has proven to be 

relatively safe for internal use in humans. [43]. Compared with other candidate 

synthetic gene carriers, PEI has a high cationic charge density due to its structure 

in which every third heavy atom is a protonable amino nitrogen [42]. This gives 

PEI a high buffering capacity at different pH values. PEI is highly water soluble 

because of the presence of repeating ethylamine units. Also, PEI has the ability to 

transfect a wide variety of cells [44, 45], making it a potential non-viral gene 

delivery carrier that shows great promise in clinical settings [45]. The steps 
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involved in the transfer of an external gene to the cell using PEI include binding 

and uptake, endosomolysis and nuclear entry (Fig. 1.1) [46].  

 

Binding and Uptake: The first step involves binding of the positively charged 

DNA-PEI polyplexes to the cell surface that is negatively charged. This can be 

generally done in two ways: passive targeting or active targeting. Active targeting 

relies on the recognition of specific ligands by the cell while passive targeting 

makes use of the enhanced permeability and retention effect due to which the 

polyplexes have higher tendency to pile-up around targeted cells as compared to 

normal cells [47]. Generally, active targeting has proven to be more successful in 

transferring polyplexes to different types of cell surfaces due to their receptor 

media uptake [48, 49, 50]. The uptake of the polyplexes is generally governed by 

endocytosis [51], but the exact nature of this process and the effect of various 

factors on the endocytosis are still not completely known. For example, Kopatz et 

al. [52] used fluorescent labeled linear PEIs to observe the uptake process of 

DNA cation polyplexes and suggested a phagocytosis mediated by actin filament.  

 

Endosomolysis: This is the most critical stage, as it can lead to the destruction of 

the DNA by an acidic endonuclease present in lysosomes [53]. Various studies 

have shown that PEI has been successful in alleviating this endo-lysosomal effect 

[54, 55].  Behr [54] postulated "proton sponge hypothesis", which explained the 

role of PEI in escaping this effect. He proposed that at physiological pH, PEI has 

a certain number of protonable nitrogens; when it enters the endosomes, the pH 
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value reduces, thereby increasing the number of protonable nitrogens [54]. This 

generates a charge gradient causing a high concentration of chloride ions to be 

released. This leads to high influx of water or hydrogen ions that make the 

endosome to swell, burst and release DNA molecule. Thus, the polyplexes are 

saved from lysosomal degradation [54]. Sonawane et al. [55] also reported the 

higher efficiency of PEI over polylysine during endosomolysis.   

 

Nuclear Entry: Once the DNA has been de-complexed from the PEI, plasmid 

DNA has to enter the nucleus, which is a very crucial step because of three main 

reasons, namely: large size of DNA molecule [56], short half-life of DNA [57] 

and the nucleus double membrane barrier [58]. The DNA can enter the nucleus 

either through nucleus pore or during mitosis when the nuclear envelope breaks 

[59]. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Picture depicting the steps involved in transfer of an external gene. 

 

Many experiments have been conducted to investigate DNA condensation and 

aggregation facilitated by PEI. Akinc et al. [60] tested the efficiency of PEIs to 
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transfer DNA molecules and concluded that the transfection efficiency is due to 

their ability to avoid acidic lysosomes. A dynamic light scattering study showed 

that PEI was able to aggregate small DNAs (150 base pairs), giving it an 

advantage over smaller cations that form aggregates only with long DNAs (at 

least 400 base pairs) [61]. Studies have shown that the size of the gene delivery 

vector is an important factor in determining the efficiency of the uptake into the 

cells [62, 63]. In general, it has been found that the size and stability of the 

nanoparticles of DNA-PEI polyplexes significantly affect the delivery and 

transfection process, with more compact and stable particles showing better 

cellular penetration and uptake [64, 65]. Dunlap et al. [40] compared the DNA 

condensates formed by PEI and lipospermine and found that the condensates 

formed by PEI were more compact than those formed by lipospermine.  

 

PEIs have a wide range of molecular weights, protonation ratios and degrees of 

branching, and these properties affect the transfection efficiency of PEIs [40, 66]. 

In terms of molecular weight, high molecular weight (HMW) PEIs (usually 25 

kDa or higher) in general have shown to yield a higher transfection efficiency 

compared with low molecular weight (LMW) PEIs, but HMW PEIs are also 

associated with high cytotoxicity that restricts their clinical usage [67, 41]. Yu et 

al. [68] in their experiment reported that on increasing the weight of a LMW PEI, 

the gene expression increases. Kunath et al. [69] compared the transfection 

efficiency and cytotoxicity of a LMW PEI (5.4 kDa) and a HMW PEI (25 kDa). 

They observed that while the transfection efficiency of HMW PEI was higher 
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than of LMW PEI at low N/P ratio, the difference in the zeta potential of the 

formed polyplexes was comparable at high N/P ratio. They also suggested that the 

cytotoxicity of HMW PEI was one magnitude higher than that of LMW PEI [69]. 

 

The protonation ratio of the PEI is the percentage of nitrogens which are 

protonated, and it is generally regulated by the pH value of the environment. The 

role of protonation ratio of PEI was investigated by Utsuno and Uludag [66], who 

suggested that PEI bound with DNA more rapidly in a low pH value environment 

when the PEI possesses a higher protonation ratio. In their simulation based study, 

Sun et al. [70] compared two protonation states of PEI, 23% and 46% protonated. 

They concluded that higher protonation state PEI was able to form stronger and 

more stable complexes with DNA. They observed that protonated nitrogen in 46% 

protonated PEIs interacted mainly with the electronegative oxygen at DNA 

backbone; whereas in the case of 23% protonated PEI, indirect interaction by 

water molecules played an important role [70].   

 

The PEI molecule contains different structures based on the degree of branching. 

A branched PEI is synthesized by the catalysis of aziridine which leads to its ring 

opening [71] whereas linear PEI can be formed either by polymerization of 

aziridine at low temperature or polymerization of oxazoline [72]. Dai et al. [73] 

studied the effect of PEI structure on the cellular uptake and transfection 

efficiency by examining polyplexes formed by DNA with linear as well as 

branched PEIs. They found that branched PEI was more effective in causing DNA 
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condensation and resulted in better cellular uptake than its linear counterpart. On 

the other hand, many studies have also shown that linear PEIs have better 

transfection efficiency and higher cell viability as compared to branched PEIs 

[74]. Wightman et al. [75] in their experiment compared the transfection 

efficiency and the aggregation capability of linear and branched PEI in a salt 

containing buffer, both weighing 22 kDa. They observed that upon the addition of 

salt, the linear PEI/DNA complexes are able to aggregate much more rapidly as 

compared to the branched PEI/DNA complexes, which contributes to the higher 

efficiency of linear PEIs. 

 

The PEI to DNA charge ratio (N/P charge ratio) is another important factor 

affecting DNA condensation [76]. It was observed that high N/P charge ratio 

created a net positive charge on the DNA-PEI polyplexes, improved cellular 

uptake and extended DNA retention in the nucleus [77]. Xie et al. [78] in their 

experiment to show the effect of PEI/DNA complexation on gene expression 

observed that at higher N/P ratio, the diameter of the complexes formed was 

smaller. Although increasing the N/P charge ratio increases the transfection 

efficiency, it increases the cytotoxicity as well [79].  

 

Although PEI is capable of forming stable and compact DNA condensates, as 

stated earlier, it has been observed that LMW PEI are not as effective as HMW; 

and HMW on the other hand are more toxic.  It has been found that substituting 

LMW PEIs with lipids increase their efficiency, making the condensates more 
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stable [80, 81]. Incani et al. [82] observed that lipid substitution of poly-lysine 

resulted in improved efficiency in delivering DNA and also protected DNA from 

damaging.  Bahadur et al. [83] substituted different molecular weight PEIs with 

palmitic acid and observed that the lipid substitution increases the zeta potential 

of the condensates. Chen et al. [84] in their experiment compared native 25 kDa 

PEI to PEI substituted with lauric acid and thioctic acid, and found that 

substitution with acid increases the transfection efficiency. Neanmark et al. [85] 

in their experiment observed that even one lipid substitution on 2kDa PEI makes 

it more efficient than native 25kDa PEI. Sun et al. [86] used molecular dynamics 

simulations to study the role of lipid substitution on PEI mediated DNA 

condensation. They observed that lipids tend to associate with each other, thereby 

stabilizing the DNA aggregate [86]. Posocco et al. [87] also observed that self-

assembly of the lipids is an important mechanism favoring the stability of the 

polyplexes. Hsu et al. [88] explained that the reason of increased cellular uptake 

of lipid modified PEIs is the difference in the transfection pathways used by them 

and that used by native PEIs. Although the lipid substitution of PEIs increase the 

stability of the formed polyplexes, Patel et al. [89] observed that the steric 

hindrances of the lipids do not allow them to form compact toroidal DNA 

structures. Therefore, the role of lipids in affecting PEI-based DNA carriers is still 

unclear and needs further investigation. 

 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 
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Despite the great interest in polycation mediated DNA condensation and 

aggregation, the quantification of DNA-DNA attraction in the presence of 

polycations, to the best of our knowledge, is still absent. Calculating Potential of 

Mean Force (PMF) of DNA attraction mediated by polycations such as PEI, 

allows us to examine the size and stability of the formed DNA-polycation 

aggregates and understand how they can be affected by various material/structure 

parameters involved in the system. These issues are of great importance in 

understanding the role of polycations in DNA aggregation and ultimately in 

polycation-based gene delivery. Recently, the development of tools like MD 

simulation techniques and advancement in the computational capacity has taken 

this research to a higher level by providing atomic details of the interactions. In 

this thesis, we utilize the MD simulations to quantify the spontaneity of the 

aggregation process. The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: 

 

Chapter 2: Preliminaries 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the MD methods. It also describes in 

detail the calculation of free energies to assess the spontaneity of the aggregation 

process [90]. This will include statistical mechanics explanation of calculation of 

free energies and different methods to evaluate free energy from MD simulation. 

Specifically, we will explain in detail the calculation of PMF [90] through 

weighted histogram analysis method [91] and umbrella sampling simulations [92]. 

 

Chapter 3: Simulation Details 
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This chapter gives the simulated models of the molecules (DNA, native and lipid-

substituted PEI) and details of the MD simulation procedure and parameters used. 

 

Chapter 4: Results for Native PEI mediated DNA Attraction 

This chapter provides the results for the native PEI mediated DNA attraction. A 

total of five systems were simulated, with four of them containing 46% 

protonated PEIs and the last containing 23% protonated PEIs. Each system 

contains two DNAs but may have a different number of PEIs. The PMF for each 

system is calculated and the results are used to quantify and compare the effect of 

N/P charge ratio and protonation ratio of PEI on the attraction process. The results 

are also compared with interaction potential of smaller multivalent cations 

mediated DNA attraction. 

 

Chapter 5: Results for Lipid-Modified PEI-Mediated DNA Aggregation 

In this chapter, we studied the effect of lipid substitution on PEI mediated DNA 

attraction. We simulated three systems with different types of lipid substitution 

i.e. oleic acid, linoleic acid and caprylic acid. PMF for each of these systems was 

calculated and compared among each other and to that of the native PEI.  

 

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter summarizes the results from all the calculations. It also identifies 

some potential areas in which this study can be extended. 
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Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

 

In this chapter, an outline of the basic principles of statistical mechanics and 

molecular dynamics will be provided. The need for free energy calculation and 

different methods that are used to calculate the free energy differences will be 

introduced, followed by a detailed description of the Weighted Histogram 

Analysis Method (WHAM). 

 

2.1 Statistical Mechanics  

 

Statistical mechanics relates the properties of atoms and molecules observed at 

microscopic level to the macroscopic properties of materials. The microscopic 

state of a system is described by a complete set of coordinates   and momentum 

 . The total energy of the system is represented by Hamiltonian (H( ,  )) which 

is a function of   and  . The Hamiltonian is the sum of the kinetic energy (as a 

function of momentum  ) and the potential energy (as a function of the 

coordinates  ) and is given by:  

 

                           (2.1) 
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where      is the kinetic energy while      is the potential energy of the 

system. A phase space is a hypothetical space with   and   being its axis. A state 

of a system that contains N particles can be described by   ,   ...     and   , 

  ...      and is represented by a point in the phase space (which contains 

information of all the N particles). For each of the N particles, there will be 3 

degrees of freedom for coordinates and 3 degrees of freedom for the momentum; 

hence the phase space will have a dimension of 6N.  

 

One of the most important concepts in statistical mechanics is the ensemble. An 

ensemble is a theoretical model consisting of all the states of a system, considered 

all at once such that each of this could correspond to a real state in which the 

system exists [93]. For example, particular states of an isolated system which 

have a constant Hamiltonian at energy E form a microcanonical ensemble [94]. 

There are different types of ensembles with different macroscopic constraints. A 

canonical ensemble (or NVT ensemble) represents a closed system in which the 

states are at constant volume and temperatures [95]. Other important ensembles 

are the grand canonical ensemble (or µVT ensemble) in which the chemical 

potential, volume and temperature remain constant, and Isothermal-Isobaric 

ensemble (or NpT ensemble) in which the N particles are at constant pressure p 

and temperature T [96].  

 

In a canonical ensemble [97], the probability of finding a system in a volume 

element of          in the phase space is given by the Boltzmann distribution: 
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                 ,                    (2.2) 

 

where β=1/kBT, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, h is Planck's 

constant and   is the canonical partition function given by: 

 

  
 

     
        

                                      (2.3) 

 

The partition function is a summation or integral over all states. Every ensemble 

has a particular partition function which can be used to find the macroscopic 

properties. As an example, the macroscopic Helmholtz free energy   can be 

calculated from canonical partition function as: 

 

         .                                                                                                   (2.4) 

 

From this Helmholtz free energy, we can calculate all other thermodynamic 

quantities like entropy, internal energy, specific heat etc. Any macroscopic 

property (say A) can also be evaluated by an ensemble average of a microscopic 

property (say a): 

 

  
 

       
                  

                                                        (2.5) 
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An important goal of computational chemistry and biology is to provide detailed 

molecular models to study the movements of molecules, which can’t be obtained 

by experiments. The calculation of free energies is important in meeting the above 

goal as it helps us to understand the kinetics of many processes like phase 

transformations, folding of proteins, conformational changes in DNA etc. Free 

energy calculations can also be used to do a comparative study of the stability of 

states [98, 99]. Let us take an example in which we want to test the stability of 

DNA after a base flipping process. If the system has temperature T, volume V and 

a fixed number of particles  , then the Helmholtz free energy        is 

minimum at equilibrium; where E is the internal energy and S is the entropy. We 

can compare the stability by calculating the Helmholtz free energy for initial and 

final configurations [100]. If the final configuration has a lower value of 

Helmholtz free energy, it is more stable and the change is acceptable. The 

spontaneity of a process involving binding of different molecules can be gauged 

by calculating the binding free energy. Although computationally demanding, 

calculation of binding free energies has been shown to be useful in various fields 

including medicine and biotechnology [90]. 

 

Helmholtz free energy or other thermodynamic quantities can’t be directly 

calculated from MD simulations as they depend on the volume occupied in the 

phase space [100].  This can be seen from (2.6), which gives the expression for 

calculation of Helmholtz free energy in a     ensemble.  
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 ,          (2.6) 

 

where   is the Planck constant. The expression inside the natural log involves a 

phase space integration which practically can’t be determined from computer 

simulations [100]. Hence, there is a need to devise methods to determine the free 

energy. For many decades, different methods have been proposed to solve this 

problem. These methods are explained in detail in section 2.3. 

 

2.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations 

 

Molecular dynamics simulations help us to study the behavior of a system at 

molecular level [101]. According to the ergodicity hypothesis, time average over 

a sufficiently long period of time is equivalent to ensemble average over a 

sufficiently large number of microstates, using which we can relate quantities 

calculated from MD simulations to thermodynamic properties determined from 

ensemble based calculations. MD uses classical mechanics to study the motion of 

an atom.  Each atom in an MD simulation is considered to be a sphere whose 

center carries a point charge. The trajectory of the atoms is obtained by 

integrating Newton’s equations of motion 

 

       ,             (2.7) 

with  
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          ,            (2.8) 

 

where    is the total force acting on atom k moving with acceleration      is 

the particle's rest mass and      is the potential energy [102]. Integration of the 

complex Newton’s equations is computationally demanding and several 

algorithms have been used to provide approximate solutions. These methods 

include Verlet integration [103], Beeman's algorithm [104], constraint algorithm 

[105, 106, 107], Symplectic integrator [108], Particle Mesh Ewald Method [109] 

etc. An efficient algorithm should be time reversible and reduce the amount of 

force calculations.  

 

Molecular dynamics considers two main types of interactions: bonded and non- 

bonded. Bonded interactions are the ones which are responsible for formation and 

stability of one molecule like chemical bonds. In simulations these interactions 

are defined along with their angle, torsion, length etc. Non-bonded interactions 

take into account the interactions between two molecules or distant atoms which 

can interact with each other. Calculating these non-bonded interactions is 

computationally demanding and many techniques and algorithms have been 

formulated to approximate them with accuracy [109, 110].  The total energy in 

MD simulation will be due to kinetic energy and potential energy. The kinetic 

energy changes occur due to movements of the atoms and potential energy 

changes occurs due to the bonded and non-bonded interactions. 
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The two major non-bonded interactions are van der Waals and Electrostatic 

forces; and how MD treats these interactions will be explained below. Van der 

Waals are caused by correlations in the fluctuating polarizations of nearby 

particles. They are weak, temporary and short ranged interactions as compared to 

chemical bonds [111]. It should also be mentioned that when these atoms or 

molecules get very close, they experience a repulsive force which can be 

attributed to the fact that the structure of molecules is getting deformed. Lennard- 

Jones potential provides the following expression taking into consideration both 

the attractive and repulsive part of these interactions [112] : 

 

        
 

 
 
  

  
 

 
 
 

 ,           (2.9) 

 

where   and   are Lennard-Jones parameters depending on the interacting 

particles and r is the distance between two particles. The power of 12 indicates 

that at very small distances the potential will become highly positive which 

suggests repulsion at very short distances. As stated earlier, calculating non-

bonded interactions is highly computationally demanding and hence a cutoff 

radius is used in MD simulations so that as the distance between the molecules 

increases above a certain value the interactions due to van der Waals forces is 

neglected. 

 

Apart from van der Waals forces, electrostatic forces between two charged 

particles also play an important role. In MD simulations, each atom is assigned a 
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net charge depending on its type, bond etc. Unlike Lennard-Jones potential, 

electrostatic potential energy is long ranged and not short lived. The equation 

governing electrostatic potential energy is: 

 

 

    
 

   

    

 
,            (2.10) 

 

where   is the dielectric constant, r is the distance between two particles and       

are the charges on the particles i and j respectively. Being pair wise interactions, 

the electrostatic potential energy calculations are also computationally demanding 

and cutoff is necessary but their long range characteristics present a need for 

special algorithms. Ewald summation [113] and particle mesh ewald (PME) 

method [109] are among the methods used to tackle the long range electrostatic 

interactions. 

 

A molecular system can be very large but computing interactions of a large 

system is not possible, hence the system is divided into small sub systems to make 

the computation feasible. But a limitation of such a system would be the treatment 

of molecules on the surfaces which will face different forces as compared to other 

molecules inside the system. In order to overcome these limitations periodic 

boundary conditions (PBC) are used in MD simulations [114]. This can be 

explained by Fig. 2.1, in which the yellow box is the system being simulated and 

neighboring boxes are replica of this box which helps to nullify the effect of 
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surface properties. Although a 2 dimensional figure is provided in this work, an 

infinite array of such boxes is used in all three dimensions in actual MD 

simulations. 

 

1 2 3 

4  5 

6 7 8 

Fig. 2.1 Periodic boundary conditions representation 

 

2.3 Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM) 

 

The most common methods used to calculate the free energy difference are 

broadly divided into three categories: thermodynamic integration, perturbation 

techniques and probability based methods. These methods don’t exactly calculate 
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the free energy of one system but they calculate the free energy difference 

between the present system and a reference system [100]. The present system is 

the system under consideration, whereas the reference system can be an ideal 

system e.g. ideal gas or liquid. The theoretical formulation for the calculation of 

free energy differences can be dated back to 1935, when Kirkwood [115] 

introduced the concept of order parameters to calculate free energy differences in 

two thermodynamic states of liquids. Kirkwood also introduced the concept of 

perturbation technique for the calculation of equation of liquid state [116]. Some 

of the earlier works included calculation of hydration energies by Mruzik et al. 

[117] and the calculation of excess free energy for water molecules by Mezei 

[118]. Most of these studies were based on the Thermodynamic Integration (TI) 

method. The derivation of TI method is pretty straightforward. For applying TI 

method a coupling parameter is defined which can attain a value between (0, 1). 

The reference state or completely decoupled state i.e. in which there are no 

interactions between molecules are defined by coupling parameter equal to 0 

whereas the fully coupled state or final state will be defined by coupling 

parameter equal to 1. In most of the cases the mass of the system remains 

constant; hence, the kinetic energy of the system doesn’t change [100] and the 

free energy difference of the system only depends upon the potential energy part 

of the Hamiltonian. The Helmholtz free energy is then differentiated w.r.t. the 

coupling parameter and the free energy difference between two states is obtained 

by summation over discreet values of coupling parameters [100]. The 

computational power at that time was not developed enough to apply these 
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techniques to practical chemistry and biology problems. In 1938, Landau applied 

perturbation technique to thermodynamic calculations; but it was only in 1954 

when the perturbation technique was used to calculate free energies and to derive 

the equation of states for non polar gases at high temperature [97]. This technique 

later came to be known as Free Energy Perturbation (FEP) technique [119]. The 

FEP method was introduced by Zwanzig in 1954 for finding the high temperature 

equation of state for argon and nitrogen [119]. FEP method has been used for 

many years for systems with different complexities. From calculating the free 

energy of solute dissolved in water to really complex problems of protein 

interactions, this method has been successfully applied to various fields of 

computational chemistry and biology [120]. The basic concept of FEP is to find 

the free energy difference between an initial and a final state. The initial state is 

called the unperturbed state and the final state is expressed in terms of 

perturbation [121]. An example of unperturbed case can be an unbound ligand 

and enzyme which reaches to a final state of bound complex. Zwanzig [119] in 

his formulation of FEP chose a rigid sphere fluid as an unperturbed system while 

taking Lenard Jones potential to be the perturbation. The approach lined by 

Zwanzig [119] to find the free energy difference between two states involved 

expressing Hamiltonian of the final state as the sum of perturbation function and 

Hamiltonian of the initial state. The free energy difference is then expressed as an 

average over the perturbation function. As a special case of perturbation 

technique, Widom formulated potential distribution theorem which calculated the 

excess chemical potential of a system upon addition of a test particle [122]. With 
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the increasing complexity of problems, e.g. simulation of complex protein, 

nucleic, ligand molecules, scientists started switching to these perturbation 

techniques. To mention a few, Tembe et al. [123] used FEP to study ligand–

receptor assemblies; and in 1985, Jorgensen et al. [120] estimated the excess 

solvation free energy of methanol and ethanol using FEP. With the advancement 

in simulation techniques, such as Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics, the 

importance of calculating the free energy differences was realized in various 

chemical and biological problems. Since MC was devised earlier, most of the 

initial work was done in MC. There were many attempts to formulate new 

methods to find free energy differences with minimum statistical error. One such 

method was introduced by Bennet [124], called the acceptance ratio method or 

maximum overlap method; he showed that the statistical error can be reduced if 

the overlap between the two states is increased.  

 

Although a lot of work was done using these techniques, it was realized that these 

methods have a disadvantage of slow convergence due to which the results 

obtained from these were different from experimental results [121]. As the size 

and complexity of simulation systems were increasing, there was a need to devise 

new methods which had better sampling and hence, were more accurate. This 

need drew the attention of researchers towards determining the potential of mean 

force (PMF) [90]. Potential of mean force      was first introduced by 

Kirkwood [115] which is calculated along a certain reaction coordinate   and is 

defined using average distribution function        as               
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     . The derivative of PMF gives the mean force on one particle due to all the 

configurations of all the other particles [125]. In other words it is the potential 

which gives the average force acting on some degree of freedom. PMF curve 

represents a free energy map along this degree of freedom or reaction coordinate. 

The reaction coordinate can be any property of a system to which a parameter has 

been assigned. Examples for the reaction coordinate include distance between two 

atoms, angle between two molecules etc. Calculation of PMF from a direct 

molecular dynamics simulation was not practical because of the presence of large 

energy barriers which might not provide sufficient sampling along the reaction 

coordinate   [126]. To overcome this difficulty, umbrella sampling simulations 

were introduced [92]. In umbrella sampling, an additional biasing potential is 

applied to the reaction coordinate to enhance the sampling in a small region and 

thus, help in crossing the energy barrier. Such a potential is centered at different 

values of reaction coordinate which are close to each other. Thus, a series of MD 

simulations were needed to give sufficient sampling for the entire range of 

reaction coordinate. The results obtained from all the sampling windows were 

then unbiased and used to calculate the unbiased probability and the associated 

PMF [126]. Many methods were developed to calculate the PMF from the results 

obtained by umbrella sampling simulations.  

 

One such method was multiple histogram (MH) method formulated by Ferrenberg 

et al. [127] as an extension to the single histogram method [128] formulated by 

the same authors, in which the maximum and minimum value of a desired 
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quantity was calculated through a single simulation. MH method allows one to 

study the behavior of a desired quantity of the system in a given time frame. This 

method requires performing many simulations to reduce the error. An advantage 

of MH method is that it helps in identifying the need of additional simulations to 

give the most accurate result.  Kumar et al. [91] introduced the weighted 

histogram analysis method (WHAM) which was an extension of the MH method 

[127]. This method is based on the maximum overlap method given by Bennett 

[124], in which a weighting factor is assigned such that it minimizes the statistical 

error while estimating the unbiased distribution function from the simulation data. 

The advantages of WHAM method over other methods are that it utilizes all the 

information from umbrella sampling simulation which reduces the statistical 

errors, it allows multiple overlaps in probability distribution to obtain better 

sampling and accurate result, and it can be applied to multidimensional cases as 

well [91]. Various other methods have been proposed to perform free energy 

calculations, such as the molecular mechanics/Poisson Boltzmann surface area 

(MM-PBSA) method and the linear interaction energy (LIE) method. In this 

thesis, we explain the detailed theory for the WHAM method and apply this 

method to evaluate PEI mediated DNA attraction. Although the derivation below 

is done for NVT ensemble the derivation for NPT ensemble is similar and the 

final WHAM equations apply to both ensembles. 

 

Let us have s computer simulations and in each simulation the system is subjected 

to a biasing potential           , where   is a vector for the position of all atoms 
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and i represents the simulation number (i=1,2,3……s). Hence the potential energy 

of a biased system,      , will be given as: 

 

                                                       (2.11) 

 

where       gives the potential energy of the unbiased system. Now, we 

introduce a reaction coordinate (e.g. distance, angle etc)  . It should be noted that 

the reaction coordinate is chosen such that          will depend on   through  . 

For example, in this study, the two DNA molecules are harmonically restrained at 

their centers of mass and the distance between these centers of mass is the 

reaction coordinate. In this case, the expression governing          is: 

 

              
 

 
  

    

 
 
 

                    (2.12) 

 

where    is the distance between the centers of mass at which the biasing 

potential is zero and   gives the value of the reaction coordinate at a particular 

time. By varying   , the reaction coordinate obtained from the simulation can 

cover a desired range for which the PMF is needed. Umbrella sampling (US) 

simulations are done through the entire range of  . US technique is used along 

with MD simulations in order to obtain good sampling density in a series of 

narrow windows along the reaction coordinate [129]. As explained earlier, a 

biasing potential is added which increases the potential barrier in all the regions 

except for the region where   is close to    [92]. A number of US simulations are 
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performed and the results obtained from these simulations are used to construct 

histograms by dividing the entire range of   into bins.  Let us define     as the 

total number of counts for the     simulation and      as the number of counts in 

the     bin of the     simulation. Then the probability of      bin in the     

simulation (   ) is given by: 

    
   

  
             (2.13) 

 

On the other hand,     can be expressed in terms of phase space integration as: 

 

    
                  

           
  

          
                       

           
 

            
 
                                 

           
 

  

  
                  

         (2.14) 

 

where    is the value of the reaction coordinate at the center of the     bin and 

               gives the configurational partition function for NVT 

ensemble.                is the configurational partition function for the 

    simulation where the biasing potential          is applied. 

  
   

                  

           
 is the probability of    bin in the unbiased system. The 

function         is the delta function which means that this function will 

always give a value of zero except when     . It is known that PMF is given by 

         and the free energy of the system in canonical ensemble is   

       . Therefore, 
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               (2.15) 

 

where    is the free energy of the unbiased system,    is free energy of system in 

the     simulation,   
  is the PMF of the unbiased system in bin j and     is the 

PMF in the     bin of the     simulation. Now from (2.15), we can observe that the 

left hand side of the equation is independent of the bin  ; whereas on the right 

hand side all the terms are functions of  . The difference is, however, expected to 

be independent of   .  

 

Theoretically,   
  calculated from     should be the same for all biasing 

potential        . However, this is not the case practically due to statistical errors. 

Let us introduce       
  

  
                  which gives unbiased probability of 

the       bin calculated from the      simulation. Averaging      from all s 

simulations should give the actual unbiased probability distribution   
 , i.e., 

 

           
           (2.16) 

 

Let us introduce some variables for the ease of calculation. Let    be the 

normalizing constant such that             
  , where                    is the 

biasing factor. Clearly from (2.14)    
  

  
. In addition, normalization of 
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probability distribution requires that     
 
   , where m is the total number of 

bins, hence,    
 

  
               

  
 

. Thus, we get,  

 

     
   

       
.                                 (2.17) 

 

To perform WHAM, we calculate the unbiased probability as a weighted sum of 

    from all s simulations.  

 

  
         

 
   .          (2.18) 

 

We have to find the value of the weighting factor   , with the constraint 

      
   . Its value is determined such that the variance of   

  given by (2.18) 

can be minimized. The variance of   
  is 

 

       
       

     
   

 
 .                  (2.19) 

 

From (2.18) and (2.19), 

 

       
           

 
           

 
     

 
   

          
 
           

 
            (2.20) 
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Let               , then 

 

       
           

 
    

 
           (2.21)  

     
    

  
                 

 
                                                (2.22)                    

    
     

   
                  

 
                                (2.23)                             

 

Now     
           . Assuming that simulations   and   are independent 

which implies that           , it can be concluded that  

 

       
      

         
 
                                             (2.24) 

 

Using (2.16) & (2.17), we get  

 

       
    

  
 

         
 

 
                                           (2.25) 

       

Next, we need to find         . If there are    independent samples in a 

simulation i, then the probability of finding n samples in a bin is given by the 

binomial distribution as   
              , where    is the probability of the 

bin. When N is large, mean of n will be equal to the variance of n and will be 

given by: 

 

                                       
 .                                (2.26) 
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Substituting (2.26) into (2.25), 

 

       
    

  
 

         

 
      

 .                                                    (2.27) 

 

We already stated that       
    as a constraint. To minimize        

   with 

this constraint define: 

 

       
  
 

         

 
      

       
 
                                                    (2.28) 

 

where   is the Lagrange multiplier. Differentiating       with respect to    and 

setting the results to 0 gives 

 

  

   
  

   

         
  
                                                                (2.29) 

i.e.,    
         

   
                                                            (2.30) 

 

Using the constraint       
    on (2.30), we get: 

 

   
 
    

           
 
   

   
                                              (2.31) 

 

Therefore, 
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                                             (2.32) 

 

From here we get the value of    (using (2.30)) as: 

 

   
       

        
 
   

                                             (2.33) 

 

Substituting it in (2.17), we get 

  
  

    
 
   

        
 
   

,                     (2.34) 

or   

  
  

    
 
   

    
                

 
   

                    (2.35) 

 

where    
 

  
                

  
   

 as explained earlier. These equations for   
  (2.35) 

and    show a set of coupled equations. There are   equations for   
  and   

equations for    , which should be solved iteratively to self consistency. As 

explained in the beginning of this section these methods can be used for 

calculating the free energy difference (    ) between two states. In such cases to 

determine the free energy, we assume the free energy or partition function of one 

of the states to be arbitrary.    can be used to calculate the change in free energy 

     for each simulation as,  
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                       (2.36) 

 

The calculations start with assuming an arbitrary initial value of    and using that 

value to calculate   
 . The value of   

 , hence calculated is used to obtain another 

value for    and these iterations continue until self consistency is reached.  
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Chapter 3 

Simulation Details 

 

This chapter explains the models of DNA and PEI that were simulated in this 

work. It also provides the details of the procedure used to perform MD 

simulations.  

 

3.1 DNA-native PEI systems simulated 

 

The DNA dodecamer molecule used in this study was a Dickerson-Drew B-DNA 

[130]. The DNA molecule had 24 nucleotides with the sequence of 

d(CGCGAATTCGCG)
2
. The DNA molecule carried a total charge of -22 in its 

fully deprotonated state. As explained in chapter 1, PEI can have different 

properties including molecular weight, protonation ratio and degree of branching. 

The PEI (Fig. 3.1) simulated in this work has thirteen amine groups with a 

molecular weight of 586 Da [70]. It has been shown by earlier MD simulations 

that the degree of branching has a negligible effect for this LMW PEI [70]. Two 

protonation ratios are used: 46% and 23%. The former corresponds to 6 out of the 

13 amine groups being protonated while the latter corresponds to 3 out of the 13 

amine groups being protonated (Fig. 3.1). The charges are distributed nearly 

uniformly along the structure of the PEI molecule. These protonation ratios are 
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close to the results obtained by Utsuno et al., [66] where 600 Da PEI was found to 

have 47% protonated amines at pH 6 and 21% protonated amines at pH 8.  

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Molecular structure of the PEI simulated. The nitrogen numbers are given in red. 

For 46% protonated PEI nitrogens 2, 4, 6, 8, 11 and 13 are protonated whereas for 23% 

protonated PEI nitrogens 2, 6 and 11 are protonated. 

 

In order to study the native PEI mediated DNA aggregation, a total of five 

systems were simulated. Four of these systems comprised of two DNA molecules 

and 46% protonated PEIs. The fifth system contained 23% protonated PEIs along 

with two DNA molecules. The four systems with 46% protonated PEIs contain 8, 

6, 4 and 2 PEIs respectively, and are in turn referred to as systems 2D-8P, 2D-6P, 

2D-4P and 2D-2P throughout the thesis. These four systems are simulated and 

compared in order to address the effect of N/P charge ratio on the PMF. The fifth 

simulated system consists of two DNAs and eight 23% protonated PEIs, and is 

referred to as system 2D-8P(23%). Since system 2D-8P(23%) has the same N/P 

charge ratio as system 2D-4P, their comparison allows us to study the effect of 

PEI’s protonation state on the PMF.   

 

The initial configurations of the systems described above are shown in Fig. 3.2, 

with systems 2D-8P and 2D-8P(23%) having the same initial configuration. For 
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each system, the two DNAs at the beginning of the simulation had their principle 

axes aligned parallel to each other as well as to the axes of the PEIs. In specifying 

the initial configuration, we have considered the two important mechanisms 

governing PEI mediated DNA aggregation, which are polyion bridging and 

charge neutralization. In particular, we placed two PEIs in between the two DNAs 

so that they can form polyion bridges. The two PEIs were placed such that their 

centers of mass (COMs) were equidistant from the COMs of the two DNAs. The 

rest of the PEIs were placed around the DNA in order to capture the effect of 

charge neutralization. They were placed such that their COMs were at a distance 

of 20 Å from the COM of the nearest DNA molecule.  Each system was placed in 

a water box large enough to make sure that each solute molecule was at a distance 

of at least 16 Å from the edge of the water box, i.e. the distance between the 

outermost PEI and the closest PEI in the periodic boxes is 32 Å. The distance 

between the DNA molecule and the closest DNA in the periodic boxes is 

therefore 72 Å. To maintain neutralization of the simulation box, certain amounts 

of sodium or chlorine ions were added to the water box by replacing equal 

number of water molecules. For example, in 2D-8P system, the total negative 

charge from DNA molecules was -44 and the eight PEIs carrying a charge of +6 

each was able to neutralize the negative charges of DNA while creating a charge 

of +4 in the simulation box. This charge was neutralized by adding 4 chlorine ions 

in the box, which is done by randomly replacing 4 water molecules. It should be 

noted that these monovalent counterions were just added to make the water box 
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neutral and didn't actually facilitate DNA aggregation. The details of the five 

simulated systems are tabulated in Table 3.1. 

  

Fig. 3.2 Initial configurations (at 0 ns) of the simulated systems each containing 2 DNAs 

and a different number of PEIs:  (a) 2D-8P and 2D-8P(23%), (b) 2D-6P, (c) 2D-4P and 

(d) 2D-2P.   

 

3.2 DNA-lipid modified PEI systems simulated 

 

In order to study the effect of lipid substitution on PEI mediated DNA 

aggregation, we substituted the 46% protonated 586 Da PEI (described in section 
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3.1) with three different lipids namely linoleic acid (LA), oleic acid (OA) and 

caprylic acid (CA). Fig. 3.3 gives the chemical structure of the lipids.  

Table 3.1 Details of the simulated systems 

Name of the 

system 
2D-8P 2D-6P 2D-4P 2D-2P 

2D-

8P(23%) 

No. of PEI 8 6 4 2 8 

Protonation ratio 

of PEI 
46% 46% 46% 46% 23% 

N/P charge ratio 48/44=1.09 36/44=0.81 24/44=0.54 12/44=0.27 24/44=0.54 

Type and No. of 

ions 
4 Cl

- 8 Na
+ 20 Na

+ 32 Na
+ 20 Na

+ 

 

OA and LA are the longer lipids (with 18 carbon atoms) and CA is the shorter 

lipid (with 8 carbon atoms). In addition, OA and LA have the same number of 

carbon atoms and a similar structure except the presence of an extra double bond 

in LA. The lipids are grafted to the nitrogen number 6 in Fig. 3.1. The lipid 

substituted PEI structure is made such that the protonation ratio of PEI remains 

46%. In particular, the charges are re-distributed along the PEI such that 6 out of 

13 nitrogens (nitrogen number: 2, 4, 7, 9, 11 and 13 in Fig. 3.1) are protonated. 

Three systems are simulated, namely, 2D-8P(OA), 2D-8P(LA) and 2D-8P(CA), 

with each of them containing 2 DNA and 8 lipid-substituted PEI molecules. In 

order to perform fair comparison among these three systems and with system 2D-

8P, the initial configurations of the DNA and the lipid-modified PEI are kept the 

same as in Fig. 3.2a. Again, each system was placed in a water box large such that 

the distance between the outermost PEI and the closest PEI in the periodic boxes 
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is 32 Å. The excess positive charge due to the PEIs was neutralized by adding 4 

chlorine ions in the box, which is done by randomly replacing 4 water molecules. 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Chemical structures of oleic acid, linoleic acid and caprylic acid which are 

substituted on nitrogen number 6 marked in red on the PEI in Figure 3.1. 

 

3.3 Simulation details  

 

The MD simulations performed in this work were run using NAMD [131]. 

NAMD is a parallel computing based MD code designed for the simulation of 

biomolecular systems and was developed by the Parallel Programming 

Laboratory and the Theoretical and Computational Biophysics group at the 

University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. NAMD uses object oriented structure 

and prioritized message driven execution techniques of Charm++ [131]. A 

simulation box is divided into equal sized cells which are just larger than the 
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assigned cut off radius. Each cell can interact with its entire neighbouring cell. 

The interactions are calculated not only within the cells but also with the 

neighbouring cells. A major advantage of using NAMD is that these cells can be 

simulated on different processors independently which shortens the processing 

time [132]. A typical NAMD simulation requires four input files: (1) Protein Data 

Bank (pdb) file containing information about the coordinates for all the atoms, (2) 

Protein structural file (psf) which includes all the structural information, (3) A 

parameter file which includes information about the force field including bond 

length, strength etc., and (4) An NAMD configuration file which governs the 

physical conditions of the simulation like temperature, pressure, cut-off distances 

etc.  

 

A force field consists of all the information related to the bonded and non-bonded 

interactions. In this work, we used CHARMM general force field [133] for the 

PEIs and CHARMM 27 force field [134] for the rest of the molecules. TIP3P 

(transferable intermolecular potential 3P) model [135] was used for treating water 

molecules in which each of the three atoms is assigned a partial charge as well as 

a Lennard-Jones potential parameter [136]. PME method [109] with periodic 

boundary condition was used for calculating electrostatic interaction. Calculation 

of long-ranged electrostatic interactions is a major time-consuming part of the 

simulation; hence, approximations are made to calculate them. Two of the most 

common algorithms used for calculating long-ranged electrostatic interactions are 

PME method and standard cut-off method [110]. In a simulation based study by 
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Rog [137], they compared the artefacts of both the methods on charged and 

uncharged systems. For the charged system, they concluded that the cut-off 

method generated artefacts related to the order and mobility of the charged 

particles making the results very different as compared to experimental results. 

On the other hand, results obtained by using PME method for charged systems 

were compliant to the experimental data, hence making PME a superior method 

for long-ranged electrostatic calculations in MD simulations. The PME method 

has been most widely employed for MD simulations of large and complex 

systems.  A time step of 2 fs was used for all the simulations. SHAKE algorithm 

[138] was used to constrain the hydrogen bonds and the non-bonded interactions 

were cut off at 12 Å. VMD [139] was used to visualize the systems and analyze 

the trajectories obtained from the MD simulations.  

 

Before simulating the system, the PEI and DNA molecules were separately pre-

equilibrated in water. For each simulation, the system was first minimized for 

5000 steps in order to eliminate bad contact. This includes 2000 steps of 

minimization with constrained solute molecules followed by 2000 steps of 

minimization with harmonically restrained solutes and 1000 steps of unrestrained 

minimization.  Afterwards, the system was gradually heated from 0 to 300 K in 20 

ps. A harmonic restraint of 10 kcal/mol/Å
2
 was then applied on the non-hydrogen 

atoms of the solutes at 300 K and 1 bar pressure, and dynamics was run for 4 ns to 

allow the ions and water molecules around the DNAs and PEIs to relax. After 

removal of the restraint, the system was then simulated in an isothermal-isobaric 
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ensemble condition at 300 K temperature and 1 bar pressure for 20 ns. The 

trajectory of each simulation was saved at every 1000 steps and the data from the 

last 10 ns of the 20 ns simulation were used for analysis. For the lipid-modified 

PEI-mediated DNA aggregation, the systems were simulated for 30 ns, keeping 

all the other parameters the same. This is because in the presence of the lipid, the 

molecules are larger and the attainment of dynamic equilibrium requires more 

time. It was made sure that the number of data points for both native and lipid 

substituted PEIs should be the same for accurate comparison, hence, in both the 

cases the data obtained from the last 10 ns was used to perform the PMF 

calculations.  

 

3.4 PMF calculation  

 

As mentioned earlier in order to perform umbrella sampling, we chose the 

distance between the COMs of the two DNAs as the reaction coordinate x and 

umbrella sampling windows were created at 1 Å interval along the reaction 

coordinate. A total of 29 windows were created with the value of the reaction 

coordinate varying from 22 Å to 50 Å, which provided sufficient sampling for the 

entire range of the reaction coordinate. For each window i (i = 1, 2 …29), the 

COM of each DNA was subjected to a harmonic restraint with a biasing potential 

in the form of            
 
  , where the force constant k = 2.0 kcal/mol/Å

2
 

and    is the equilibrium separation associated with the i
th

 biasing potential. The 

choice of the value of   is based on previous studies involving binding of 
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molecules with similar size to our simulated molecules [140, 18]. For this thesis, 

very large amount of simulations were performed with total run time of 

                                                             

         Following WHAM, the trajectories collected from all the simulations 

were used to calculate the PMF. Specifically, the entire range of the reaction 

coordinate was divided into bins of size 0.25 Å. Such a size was determined by a 

convergence test in which the dependence of the PMF on the bin size was found, 

the results of which are presented in chapter 4. A histogram was then constructed 

for the number of counts in each bin vs. the reaction coordinate. Once the 

histogram was created, the unbiased probability P as a function of the reaction 

coordinate and the free energy shift      for each umbrella sampling simulation 

were calculated using the WHAM [91] equations which were derived in section 

2.2.1 and are again mentioned below:   

 

  
  

       
 
   

    
                  

 
  

   

                                                                    (3.1) 

      
 

 
      

                
                                                            (3.2) 

              
 

 
  

      

 
 
 

                                                                            (3.3)                                    

 

In these equations,       is the total number of umbrella sampling simulations, 

   gives the total number of counts in simulation i and        is the number of 

counts in simulation i that fall into the bin centered at   . The biasing potential 

             as given in (3.3) is twice the harmonic potential applied on each DNA 
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since both DNAs are subjected to the harmonic restraint. A MATLAB code 

(given in appendix A-1) was developed to solve the above equations iteratively to 

a satisfactory convergence to arrive at the values of      and     , after which the 

PMF      was calculated using  

 

                            (3.4) 

 

In order to confirm that converged results are obtained, we used two conditions in 

the MATLAB code (appendix A1). The first condition is setting the maximum 

number of iterations = 100000, so that the loop doesn’t run infinitely. This 

condition was applied in order to make sure that the code does not have any error; 

this number of iterations was found to be sufficiently more than those required for 

convergence of results. The second condition is to set the maximum error 

tolerance = 0.0001 between two consecutive values of     .  The datum of the 

PMF was adjusted such that at sufficiently large value of  , the PMF became 

zero. 
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Chapter 4 

Results for native PEI mediated DNA 

attraction 

In this chapter, we present the PMF obtained from the MD simulations of native 

PEI mediated DNA attraction. We first demonstrate the basic characteristics of 

the PMF curve using the example of the 2D-8P system. A comparison is then 

made among the systems with different N/P charge ratios and PEI protonation 

states, which allows us to address the stability and the compactness of the 

aggregate under different conditions.  

 

4.1 PMF for system 2D-8P 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, 29 simulations were run for every system. 

Each simulation has a different initial COM separation distance between the two 

DNAs described by the harmonic potential applied at the two COMs. Because of 

the interactions between the two DNAs, they don’t remain parallel and the COM 

separation does not remain at the initial value; instead it varies with the simulation 

time. Fig. 4.1 represents one such curve in which the initial distance between the 

two COMs was 25 Å. When the solutes are released at 0 ns, large fluctuations are 

found in the first 5 ns, which is due to the imbalance of forces acting on the 

DNAs: repulsion between the DNAs, attraction introduced by the PEIs and the 
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spring force from the harmonic potential applied at COMs. As the simulation 

continues dynamic equilibration of these forces is gradually achieved, leading to 

decreased amplitude of fluctuations. It can be observed from Fig 4.1 that the 

COM distance has a decreasing trend indicating that the equilibrium separation 

between the two DNAs should be smaller than 25 Å. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1 Variation of COM distance between the two DNAs in the presence of eight 

native PEIs when the initial distance was 25 Å. Graphs for all other initial COM distances 

are given in appendix 1. 

 

From the total simulation time of 20 ns, the data obtained from last 10 ns was 

used to perform the PMF calculation. Using the data obtained from all 29 

simulations, a histogram was constructed for the entire range of reaction 

coordinates     (Fig. 4.2). As mentioned in chapter 3 in order to construct the 
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histogram, the entire range of the reaction coordinate was divided into bins of size 

0.25 Å. The PMF was then calculated by iteratively solving equations (3.1) and 

(3.2). 

 

 

Fig. 4.2 Histogram for the 2D-8P system showing the number of counts for the entire 

range of the reaction coordinates. A total of 29 simulations were performed to generate 

the histogram. Different curves in the figure corresponds to simulations with different 

biasing potential            (i = 1, 2, …, 29). 

 

The PMF for system 2D-8P is plotted along the reaction coordinate as shown in 

Fig. 4.3. As the COM distance between the two DNAs (x) increases, the PMF 

curve first takes the form of a branch with decreasing slope which is characteristic 

of the repulsive interactions between the two negatively charged DNA molecules. 

The curve then reaches its global minimum at 23.6 Å which is the most important 
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point in the curve as it provides information about the compactness and stability 

of the DNA aggregate. Beyond the global minimum, there is an overall increasing 

trend in the PMF till 35 Å, which represents the attraction between the two DNA 

molecules due to the presence of the PEI molecules. After 35 Å, the curve 

fluctuates without overall increase in the PMF, indicating negligible interaction 

beyond this separation. It can be observed from Fig. 4.3 that the global minimum 

of the PMF curve is -6.7 kcal/mol and is located at a separation of x = 23.6 Å. 

This result is in accordance to the structure obtained from the simulation study of 

Sun et al., [38] where the shortest distance between two DNAs aggregated by 

eight 600 Da 46% protonated PEIs was found to be 23.2 Å.  

 

Fig. 4.3 PMF vs. DNA COM distance for system 2D-8P 

The size and the stability of the DNA aggregates are crucial for gene delivery and 

transfection [141] and are important criteria for determining the extent of the 

DNA aggregation. The PMF curve has characteristics which allow us to examine 

these two factors. The location of the global minimum in the PMF curve is the 

COM distance at which the interaction between the two DNAs is neither repulsive 
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nor attractive. That is, it is the equilibrium separation between the two DNAs and 

is an indicator of the compactness of the aggregate. In addition, the depth of the 

PMF well, i.e., the absolute value of the PMF at its global minimum, is an 

indicator of the stability of the aggregate. A larger depth of the PMF well 

corresponds to larger amount of energy needed to dissociate the aggregate and 

hence, higher stability.  

 

 

Fig. 4.4 Molecular structure of putrescine, spermidine and spermine molecules used by 

Dai et al.  [18]. 

 

In a study, Dai et al. [18] performed MD simulations to investigate the attraction 

between DNA molecules in the presence of multivalent ions and calculated the 

interaction potential between two parallel 10-base pair DNAs due to these 

multivalent ions. Three types of ions were used in their simulations: putrescine 

(divalent), spermidine (trivalent) and spermine (tetravalent) (Fig. 4.4). Several 

observations can be made on the characteristics of multivalent ion and polyion 

medicated DNA aggregations from the comparison between their work and the 

work presented in this thesis. First, the minimum of the interaction potential for 

putrescine, spermidine and spermine occurs respectively at x = 23.8 Å, 22.8 Å and 
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23.7 Å, with the depth of the potential well valued at       (1.18 kcal/mol), 

      (3.5 kcal/mol) and       (5.3 kcal/mol), respectively [18]. Comparing 

those with the depth of the PMF (6.7 kcal/mol) for PEI (which has a valence of 

+6) mediated DNA attraction, a general trend of stronger DNA-DNA attraction 

with cations of higher valence is observed. It can also imply that more stable 

DNA aggregates are formed by cations of higher valence. It should be pointed out 

that in the work of Dai et al. [18], the DNA charges are just neutralized by the 

multivalent ions (except for the case of spermidine where there is a net charge of 

+2 neutralized by Cl- ions), while in the current simulation, the two DNAs and 

eight PEIs carry a net charge of +4, i.e., the DNAs are over neutralized by the 

PEIs. Despite this, stronger DNA-DNA attraction is found for PEI mediated DNA 

aggregation. This is due to the PEI’s ability to interact locally with the DNA and 

bring the DNAs together via polyion bridging [38, 70]. The polyion bridges 

formed by PEIs are much stronger than the bridges formed by small multivalent 

ions, contributing to larger attraction between the DNAs.  

 

Secondly, from the data in the current work and in the work by Dai et.al., [18] a 

clear relation between the valence of the ions and the equilibrium separation 

between the two DNAs cannot be identified. In particular, spermidine, despite 

having a smaller valence than spermine, gives rise to a smaller equilibrium 

separation between the two DNAs [18], and the equilibrium separations 

associated with spermine and PEI are approximately the same. It is interesting to 

note that experimentally different conclusions also exist as to whether polycations 
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can form more compact DNA aggregates compared with small multivalent ions. 

In the experiments by Kasyanenko and Afanasieva [143], the DNA aggregation in 

the presence of different trivalent ions (Fe3+, La3+, [Co(NH3)6]3+, spermidine 

ions) and cationic PLL molecules was compared. They observed that the increase 

in valence of the cations led to more reduction in the DNA volume [143]. On the 

other hand, a different experiment reported that for the same cationic charge, 

smaller ions formed more compact and stable DNA condensates [18]. A possible 

explanation for this is that while polycations have higher valence and can 

aggregate the DNAs through stronger polyion bridging [38], their large size and 

the resultant steric effect can prevent them from forming more compact DNA 

aggregates compared with those formed through small cations. Finally, comparing 

Fig. 4.3 with the curve in [18] relating the interaction potential to the interduplex 

distance, Fig. 4.3 is much less smoother and shows many local minima along the 

curve. This is not due to any numerical issue, because the good amount of data 

obtained from a large number of simulations (29 for each system as compared to 4 

simulations for each system in [18]) with umbrella sampling windows densely 

distributed along the reaction coordinate resulted in a well overlapped histogram 

(see Fig. 4.2). Instead, this is due to the fact that compared with small multivalent 

ions, PEI is a more flexible molecule and can adopt more configurations in the 

MD simulation. Throughout this thesis, only the global minimum in the PMF and 

the associated DNA separation value will be used to gauge the strength of the 

DNA attraction.    
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It should be pointed out that polyions such as PEIs are highly charged slow 

diffusing molecules and hence it is important to make sure that they attain 

equilibrium configuration in order to obtain accurate results. In order to confirm 

this; we did a convergence test where we chose different 10 ns - time slots from 

our simulation time and calculated the PMF for each of them. Table 4.1 compares 

the PMF well results for the 2D-8P system and shows that the results are 

converging concluding the attainment of equilibrium. Finally the bin size (0.25Å) 

used to generate the histogram, was also chosen based on a convergence test 

where the bin size was gradually reduced until the depth of the PMF became 

insensitive to the change in bin size. This is shown in Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.1 Comparison between the depths of PMF well obtained from different 10 ns - 

time slots from our simulation time for 2D-8P system. The depth of PMF well reflects 

convergence of results. 

Time Slot (ns) Depth of PMF well (kcal/mol) 

7.5-17.5 7.9 

8.0-18.0 7.5 

8.5-18.5 7.1 

9.0-19.0 6.8 

9.5-19.5 6.7 

10.0-20.0 6.7 
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Table 4.2 Comparison between the depths of PMF well obtained for different bin width 

for 2D-8P system. The depth of PMF well reflects convergence of results. 

Bin 

Width 

Depth of PMF 

(kcal/mol) 

0.7 6.19 

0.65 6.35 

0.6 6.22 

0.55 6.16 

0.5 6.64 

0.45 6.67 

0.4 6.76 

0.35 6.74 

0.3 6.72 

0.25 6.7 

0.2 6.7 

 

4.2 Effect of N/P charge ratio 

 

As mentioned in chapter 1, various studies in the literature have shown that the 

N/P charge ratio plays an important role in polycation mediated DNA aggregation 

[76, 66, 79]. The effect of N/P charge ratio is studied in this work by comparing 

the PMF for systems 2D-8P, 2D-6P, 2D-4P and 2D-2P with N/P charge ratio 

varying from ~1 to ~0.25. For each system, 29 simulations were run and the 

resulting data was used for calculating the PMF. The PMF curves for systems 2D-

6P, 2D-4P and 2D-2P are respectively shown in Fig. 4.5(a)-(c). For the 2D-6P 

system, the PMF curve has a global minimum at 25.6 Å at which the PMF value 

is -4.04 kcal/mol. For the 2D-4P system, the minimum is obtained at 26.1 Å with 

a PMF value of -2.92 kcal/mol. For the 2D-2P system, the minimum is obtained at 

28.9 Å which corresponds to a PMF value of -1.96 kcal/mol. Although it can be 
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observed from Fig. 4.4 that there are many local minima for all these three 

systems, the value of the deepest minimum is used.  

 

Fig. 4.6 plots the equilibrium separation as well as the depth of PMF well at that 

separation for all the four systems. It is clear from Fig. 4.6 that as the N/P charge 

ratio increases, the equilibrium separation of the DNAs decreases and the depth of 

the PMF well increases, both varying nearly linearly with the N/P charge ratio. 

This suggests that systems with higher N/P charge ratio are able to form not only 

more compact but also stronger DNA aggregate. The enhanced stability with 

increasing N/P charge ratio is also reflected through the smoothness of the PMF 

curve. PMF curves given in Figs. 4.3 and 4.5 show an increase in fluctuation, i.e., 

an increase in the number of local minima along the reaction coordinate, as the 

number of PEIs reduces. This implies that at a lower N/P charge ratio, there is an 

increase in the probability of finding the DNAs at these local minima, which are 

shallower and associated with lower stability. In fact, in an earlier work involving 

the simulation of two DNAs aggregated by two PEIs [38], after 200 ns simulation, 

the two DNAs were found to be separated by a distance of 55 Å, and there were 

no PEIs simultaneously connecting the two DNAs. The shallow well in the PMF 

as shown in Fig. 4.5(c) together with the existence of multiple local energy 

minima beyond 35 Å have contributed to the inability of forming sufficiently 

stable DNA aggregates that can sustain much longer simulations. The results here 

are consistent with experimental observation that higher N/P charge ratio 

facilitates the DNA condensation process and improves the uptake and retention 
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Fig. 4.5 PMF vs. DNA COM distance for systems (a) 2D-6P, (b) 2D-4P and (c) 2D-2P. 

of DNA in the cell and nucleus [144, 79]. For example, Guo et al. [144] studied 

the effect of N/P charge ratio on the transfection efficiency of polyplexes formed 

by DNA with PLL and dioeoylphosphatidylethanolamine/cholesteryl 

hemisuccinate liposomes. They found that at a constant lipid/DNA ratio, an 
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increase in the N/P charge ratio (from 0 to 5) rapidly increased the transfection 

efficiency, and suggested that this result could be applied to PEI as well [144]. 

 

Fig. 4.6 Equilibrium separation between the DNAs and depth of the PMF well plotted 

against the N/P charge ratio for 46% protonated PEI mediated DNA attraction. 

 

4.3 Effect of PEI protonation ratio  

 

Apart from N/P charge ratio, protonation ratio of the PEI is also a crucial factor in 

the process of DNA aggregation [41, 70, 66]. In general, it has been observed 

experimentally that increasing protonation ratio promotes the stability of the 

aggregation [70, 66]. To study the effect of protonation ratio, we calculated the 

PMF for system 2D-8P(23%), where 3 out of the 13 nitrogens on the PEI are 

protonated. The obtained PMF curve is shown in Fig. 4.7. Compared with the 

PMF (Fig. 4.3) for the 2D-8P system that contains the same number of PEIs but at 
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a higher protonation ratio (46%), Fig. 4.7 shows a much shallower and wider 

PMF well with a more or less flat region that ranges from 30 to 35 Å along the 

reaction coordinate. The global minimum is located at 34.2 Å, signifying 48.7% 

larger COM separation than that of system 2D-8P. The depth of the PMF well is 

2.5 kcal/mol, more than 62% smaller than that of the 2D-8P system. These data 

demonstrate the formation of significantly smaller and stronger DNA aggregate 

by PEIs with higher protonation ratio.  

 

Fig. 4.7 PMF vs. DNA COM distance for 2D-8P(23%) system. 

Polycations can aggregate DNAs not only via charge neutralization but also via 

polyion bridging. Therefore, the total charge that the polycations carry (or the N/P 

charge ratio) may not be the only factor that affects the properties of the DNA 

aggregate. To further explore this, we compare in Table 4.3 the PMF calculated 

for the three systems: 2D-8P, 2D-8P(23%) and 2D-4P. 2D-8P and 2D-8P(23%) 

contain the same number of PEI molecules, but have different N/P charge ratio 

due to their different protonation ratios. 2D-8P(23%) and 2D-4P differ in both 

PEI number and protonation ratio, but have the same overall PEI charges and 

hence the same N/P charge ratio.   
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Table 4.3 Comparison of PMF in systems 2D-8P, 2D-8P(23%) and 2D-4P.  

System 
No. of 

PEI 

Protonation 

ratio of PEI 

N/P charge 

ratio 

Location of 

global 

minimum in 

PMF (Å) 

Depth of 

PMF well 

(kcal/mol) 

2D-8P 8 46% 1.09 23.0 6.7 

2D-4P 4 46% 0.54 26.1 2.9 

2D-8P (23%) 8 23% 0.54 34.2 2.5 

 

 

Clearly among the three systems, 2D-8P, the one with the highest protonation 

ratio and N/P charge ratio, forms the most compact and stable DNA aggregate. 

The more interesting comparison is between 2D-8P(23%) and 2D-4P. The 

location of the global minimum in the PMF curve is at 26.1 Å for 2D-4P which is 

8.10 Å less than the 34.2 Å obtained for 2D-8P(23%). In addition, the depth of the 

PMF well for 2D-4P is slightly larger than that for 2D-8P(23%). Therefore, it is 

clear that at the same N/P charge ratio, 46% protonated PEIs form more stable 

and much more compact DNA aggregate than 23% protonated PEIs.  We can also 

observe from Table 4.3 that the effect of changing the protonation ratio on the 

compactness of the aggregate is more prominent than changing the N/P charge 

ratio.  Specifically, changing the N/P charge ratio from 0.54 in 2D-4P to 1.09 in 

2D-8P reduces the equilibrium separation by only 11.8%, whereas increasing the 

protonation ratio, at the same N/P charge ratio, from 23% in 2D-8P(23%) to 46% 

in 2D-4P reduces it by 23.6%.  On the other hand, the depth of the PMF well is 

more strongly influenced by the N/P charge ratio. In particular, it is increased by 
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16% on doubling the protonation ratio (from 2D-8P(23%) to 2D-4P) and by 131% 

on doubling the N/P charge ratio (from 2D-4P to 2D-8P). It is known that one 

disadvantage of increasing the N/P charge ratio is the increase in cytotoxicity 

[79]. These observations suggest that by properly selecting the PEI protonation 

ratio and the N/P charge ratio, a good compromise can be found between the 

compactness of the DNA aggregate, its stability and cytotoxicity.    
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Chapter 5 

Results for lipid-modified PEI-mediated 

DNA attraction  

 

In this chapter, we present the PMFs obtained from the MD simulations of lipid-

modified PEI-mediated DNA attraction. The results obtained from the systems 

with three different lipid modifications i.e. oleic acid (OA), linoleic acid (LA) and 

caprylic acid (CA), are compared. The results are also compared with the PMF 

obtained for native PEI mediated DNA aggregation, which allows us to assess the 

effect of different lipids on the stability and compactness of the aggregate.  

 

5.1 PMF for lipid-modified PEI-mediated DNA attraction 

 

As shown in Chapter 3 of Fig. 3.3, among the three lipids studied here, OA and 

LA are the longer lipids (with 18 carbon atoms) and CA is the shorter lipid (with 

8 carbon atoms). OA and LA have the same number of carbon atoms and a similar 

structure except the presence of an extra double bond in LA. Again 29 simulations 

were run for every system. Each simulation has a different initial COM separation 

distance between the two DNAs, which corresponds to the springs in the 

harmonic restraint being un-stretched. The variation of the COM separation with 

simulation time, which is caused by the DNA interactions, can be obtained from 
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the simulation. Fig. 5.1 represents one such curve for which the PEIs were 

substituted by OA and the initial distance between the COM of the two DNAs 

was 30 Å. From the data obtained from all 29 simulations, a histogram (Fig 5.2) 

was constructed on the same grounds as done in the previous chapter. 

 

  

Fig. 5.1 Variation of COM distance between the two DNAs in the presence of eight OA 

substituted PEIs when the initial DNA COM distance was 30 Å. Graphs for all other 

initial COM distances are given in appendix 1. 

 

The PMF for system 2D-8P(OA) is plotted along the reaction coordinate as shown 

in Fig. 5.3. As the COM distance between the two DNAs (x) increases, the curve 

demonstrates qualitative similarity to the PMF of system 2D-8P. Initially, the 

PMF curve takes the form of a branch with decreasing slope which is 

characteristic of the repulsive interactions between the two negatively charged 

DNA molecules. 
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Fig. 5.2 Histogram for the 2D-8P(OA) system showing the number of counts for the 

entire range of the reaction coordinates. A total of 29 simulations were performed to 

generate the histogram. Different curves in the figure corresponds to simulations with 

different biasing potential      (i = 1, 2, …, 29). 

 

The curve then reaches its global minimum at 25.6 Å, beyond which there is an 

overall increasing trend in the PMF till 44 Å. After 44 Å, the curve fluctuates 

without overall increase in the PMF, indicating negligible interaction beyond this 

separation. It can be observed from Fig. 5.3 that the global minimum of the PMF 

curve is -7.8 kcal/mol and is located at x = 25.6 Å.  
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Fig. 5.3 PMF vs. DNA COM distance for system 2D-8P(OA) 

 

The PMF for system 2D-8P(LA) is plotted along the reaction coordinate as shown 

in Fig. 5.4. The curve demonstrates similar characteristics as that for system 2D-

8P(OA) with similar amplitude of fluctuation. On the other hand, the curve for 

2D-8P(LA) appears to level off at a larger separation (~ 48 Å compared with ~ 44 

Å for 2D-8P(OA)). The curve reaches its global minimum at 24.9 Å with a value 

of -8 kcal/mol.  

 

The PMF for system 2D-8P(CA) is plotted along the reaction coordinate as shown 

in Fig. 5.5. The curve reaches its global minimum at 25 Å. After 43 Å, the curve 

fluctuates without overall increase in the PMF. The global minimum of the PMF 

curve obtained at the global minimum is -5.6 kcal/mol. 
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Fig. 5.4 PMF vs. DNA COM distance for system 2D-8P(LA) 

 

Fig. 5.5 PMF vs. DNA COM distance for system 2D-8P(CA) 

5.2 Effect of Lipid Substitution  

 

It has been reported in literature that substituting PEIs with lipids increase their 

efficiency in gene delivery, which might be due to the increase in the stability of 

the condensates [80, 81]. In order to verify this, the effect of lipid substitution is 

studied in this work by comparing the PMF for systems 2D-8P(OA), 2D-8P(LA), 
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2D-8P(CA) and 2D-8P without lipid. The location of the global minimum in each 

curve and the depth of the PMF well are given in Table. 5.1.  

 

Table 5.1 Equilibrium separation between the DNAs and depth of the PMF well for lipid 

substituted and native PEI mediated DNA attraction. 

System 

Location of global 

minimum in PMF 

(Å) 

Depth of PMF 

well (kcal/mol) 

2D-8P(OA) 25.6 7.8 

2D-8P(LA) 25.0 8.0 

2D-8P (CA) 24.9 5.6 

2D-8P 23.7 6.7 

 

It can be clearly observed from Table 5.1 that the location of global minimum in 

the PMF increases on substituting PEI with lipids, 1.2 Å to 2 Å depending on the 

lipid, suggesting an increase in size of the DNA aggregates. This observation can 

be attributed to the increase in the size of the PEI molecules due to the lipid 

substitution and the steric hindrances caused by the lipids which resist the 

formation of compact structures [89]. It can also be observed by comparing the all 

four PMF curves (Fig. 5.3 - Fig 5.5 and Fig. 4.3), in case of lipid-modified PEI-

mediated DNA attraction there is an increase in fluctuation in the curves,  i.e., an 

increase in the number of local minima along the reaction coordinate. The 

fluctuation is particularly larger in 2D-8P(OA) and 2D-8P(LA) systems. This may 

also be due to the fact that the PEIs substituted by lipids, especially by long lipids, 

are of larger size and can accommodate more configurations than the native PEIs. 
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As compared to native PEI, for the longer lipids (LA and OA) the depth of PMF 

curve has significantly increased by 16%-20%; whereas for short lipid (CA) it has 

significantly decreased by 17%. This indicates that despite the larger size, the 

DNA aggregate formed by OA & LA substituted PEIs are more stable than native 

PEI aggregated DNAs. On the other hand, the DNA aggregate mediated by CA 

substituted PEI is not only larger, but also less stable. A possible explanation to 

this can be attributed to the mechanisms governing PEI mediated DNA 

aggregation. Since the charge on each PEI is the same for all four systems, the 

effect of charge neutralization is the same for all 4 systems. Another common 

mechanism responsible for DNA aggregation in the presence of the four types of 

PEIs is polyion bridging. When the PEI is substituted with a lipid, third 

mechanism known as lipid association (Fig. 5.6) also plays an important role in 

DNA aggregation [86]. The simulation based study by Sun et al. [86] showed that 

although lipid substitution promotes DNA aggregation through lipid association, 

it hinders polyion bridging. Hence, the stability of the DNA aggregation is 

dependent on both mechanisms and also on the steric hindrances caused by lipid 

substitution [87]. For large lipids like OA and LA, the lipid association is 

significant [145], which may overcome the adverse effect on DNA aggregation 

caused by steric hindrances and less formation of polyion bridging, and lead to a 

more stable aggregate when compared to the native PEI. On the other hand, a 

small lipid like CA has comparatively lesser extent of lipid association which may 

not be able to compensate for the decrease in attraction due to lesser polyion 

bridging and increased steric hindrances. In an experimental study by Neamnark 
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et al. [85] , the effect of different lipid substitutions on the cellular uptake and 

transfection efficiency of PEI mediated gene delivery was studied and CA was 

found to be ineffective in both cellular uptake and transfection as compared to 

other lipids.  

 

 

Fig. 5.6 A screenshot of the DNA aggregate depicting lipid association in LA-modified 

PEI-mediated DNA aggregation. The green molecules represent the two DNA molecules, 

the grey molecules represent the PEI molecules and the magenta segments in the PEI 

molecules represent the lipid chains. It can be observed that lipid chains prefer to stay 

associated during the simulations  

 

Comparing systems 2D-8P(OA) with 2D-8P(LA), their depths of PMF well are 

similar, while the aggregate formed in 2D-8P(LA) is smaller compared to 2D-

8P(OA). Experimentally, Neanmark et al. [85] observed that as compared to OA 

and CA, LA substituted PEIs were more effective in cellular uptake and showed 

higher transfection efficiency during gene delivery. Hochgraf et al. [146] 
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suggested that LA had a tendency to lower the crystallinity, i.e., cause disorder, of 

the cell membrane. Roach et al. [147] studied the effect of different fatty acids on 

membrane properties and found that LA could reduce the membrane’s phase 

transition temperature. Both of these effects might increase the rate of motion of 

the molecules that have to move across the membrane and hence promote cellular 

uptake [85]. Despite these experimental studies, it was not clear whether there 

was a fundamental difference between the DNA aggregates formed by OA 

substituted PEIs and those formed by LA substituted PEIs. It is encouraging to see 

from our simulations that LA substituted PEIs were able to form more compact 

DNA aggregates compared with OA, although the molecular mechanism behind 

this observation requires further investigation.  

 

Recently, there was a simulation work performed by Sun et al. [145], where the 

effect of different lipid substitutions was studied on PEI mediated siRNA (small-

interfering RNA) complexation. In particular, they simulated LA and CA 

substituted PEI mediated siRNA aggregation without applying any restraints on 

the molecules. Each simulated system involves 4 siRNAs and 18 lipid modified 

PEIs, and for each system (a particular type of substitution at a given substitution 

level), one unrestrained simulation was performed for a long time (200 ns). 

Compared with their work, our results show a few similarities but also some 

differences. Specifically, they observed that as the length of the lipid increases 

(from CA to LA), siRNA aggregate became more compact and stable. On the 

other hand, it was reported that the siRNA aggregates mediated by lipid modified 
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PEIs, whether the substitution was by LA or CA, were more compact and stable 

than those by native PEIs. Whereas in the present work, CA substituted PEIs was 

not able to form more compact or stable aggregate, and all aggregates formed by 

lipid modified PEIs are larger than that formed by native PEIs. Several factors can 

contribute to such difference. Firstly, the native PEIs simulated in this work are 

around 600 Da while the native PEIs in [145] are around 2kDa. The larger PEIs in 

[145] may help form stronger polyion bridging and lipid association. Secondly, 

the aggregates formed in [145] involve more molecules (4 siRNAs and 18 PEIs). 

Although compared with native PEIs, CA substituted PEIs cannot form more 

stable aggregate for two DNAs, when they collectively aggregate more DNAs and 

form a network where all the DNAs are mutually connected, the effect of lipid 

association can become more pronounced, and hence, increase the stability of the 

aggregate more significantly. It should be noted that the stability of the aggregate 

in [145] was assessed by examining the fluctuation in the radius of gyration of the 

siRNA molecules, which was not as quantitative as the depth of PMF used in the 

present work. However, defining PMF for more than two DNAs or RNAs is 

challenging since it is not clear what would be the best choice for the reaction 

coordinate.  
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Conclusions and Future Work 

 

6.1 Conclusions  

 

The aggregation of DNA molecules induced by cationic polymers is of 

importance to applications in gene delivery. In this work, umbrella sampling MD 

simulations were performed to study the interaction of two DNAs in the presence 

of PEI molecules. Because modifying PEI with lipids increases its efficiency in 

DNA delivery and reduces the cytotoxicity, simulations were performed for 

systems involving both native PEIs and PEIs modified with three different lipids, 

i.e. linoleic acid, oleic acid and caprylic acid. The PMF of interaction between the 

two DNAs was calculated using WHAM with the reaction coordinate being the 

COM distance between the two DNAs. The calculations allow us to quantitatively 

assess PEI mediated DNA attraction and address the effect of N/P charge ratio, 

PEI’s protonation state and lipid substitution. To the best of our knowledge this is 

the first work to perform quantitative analysis of polycation (specifically PEI) 

mediated DNA aggregation using potential of mean force calculations.  

 

Compared with small multivalent ions, PEIs give rise to stronger DNA attraction 

even with an N/P charge ratio at which the DNAs are over neutralized. As the N/P 

charge ratio and/or the protonation ratio of the PEI increases the DNA aggregate 

becomes more compact and stable. The effect of changing the protonation ratio on 
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the compactness of the aggregate is more prominent than changing the N/P charge 

ratio, while the depth of the PMF well is more strongly influenced by the N/P 

charge ratio. Comparing the depth of PMF well it was found that of the three lipid 

substitutions studied here, linoleic acid produced the most stable aggregates. On 

the other hand, it was observed that substitution with shorter lipid, like caprylic 

acid, was not effective in aggregating the DNA molecules. Compared to native 

PEIs, substitution with longer lipids (linoleic acid and oleic acid) showed larger 

but significantly more stable aggregates. Although in this study we have used PEI 

as a representative polycation, the results obtained here may be applicable to other 

polycations mediated DNA aggregation. 

 

6.2 Limitations and Future Work 

 

The simulation systems used in this study are different from experiments in few 

ways. Firstly, in this study, the interaction of two DNA molecules was under 

focus; whereas in an experimental system there would be many DNAs interacting 

with one another. Secondly, the size of the DNA molecules and PEI molecules in 

experimental setup are much larger than what is considered in the simulation 

models. Also the N/P charge ratio studied in this study was very small as 

compared to the practical purposes for which N/P charge ratio is greater than 10. 

For the case of native PEI-mediated DNA attraction, we have compared two 

different parameters; an interesting study would be to analyze the effect of various 

other factors (e.g. size of PEI, degree of branching etc) and also check for cases 
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with N/P ratio>1 to study the effect of excess PEIs.  For the case of lipid-modified 

PEI-mediated DNA attraction, one interesting study would be to study in detail 

why linoleic acid substitution has different results as compared to oleic acid with 

such a small difference in their molecular structure. An addition to this can be to 

use high molecular weight PEIs, which can show more distinguishable results 

than small PEIs. 
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Appendix 

A-1 Matlab Code for Performing WHAM Calculations 

 
clear all 
clc 

  
n_windows=textread('input.txt','Nsimulation 

%d',1,'headerlines',0); 

  
%spring constant 
k=0; 
x_0=0; 
for m=1:n_windows 
[filen(m) x_0(m) k(m)] = textread('input.txt','%s %f 

%f',1,'headerlines',5+m); 
end 
 filen = char(filen); 

  
 bin_first=textread('input.txt','minbin %f',1,'headerlines',1); 
 bin_last=textread('input.txt','maxbin %f',1,'headerlines',2); 
 bin_width=textread('input.txt','binwidth %f',1,'headerlines',3); 
 first_frame=textread('input.txt','start_frame 

%d',1,'headerlines',4); 
 last_frame=textread('input.txt','end_frame 

%d',1,'headerlines',5); 

  
 %making histogram 

  
 %making bin 

  
 no_bins=(bin_last-bin_first)/bin_width; 
 bin_value=[]; 
 for m=1:no_bins 
     bin_value(m)= ((bin_first+((m-

1)*bin_width)+bin_first+((m)*bin_width))/2); 
 end 

  
 for m=1:no_bins 
bin_edges(m) = bin_first + (m-1)*bin_width; 
end 

  
 %entering data 
 for m=1:n_windows 
     frame = []; 
     reac = []; 
 [frame reac]=textread(filen(m,:),'%f %f'); 
 n_frames = size (frame,1);  

  
 use_frame=[]; 
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 use_reac=[]; 
 co=1; 
 for n=1:n_frames 
    if ((frame(n)<=last_frame)&&(frame(n)>=first_frame))  
    use_frame(co,:) = frame(n); 
    use_reac(co,:) = reac(n);  
    co=co+1; 
 end 
 end 

  
 %counting 

  

  
n=histc(use_reac,bin_edges); 

  
counts1(:,m)= n(:,1); 
 end 

  
 index = 1; 
 for i=1:no_bins 
     flag=1; 
     for m=1:n_windows 
       if (counts1(i,m)~=0) 
           flag=0; 
       end 
     end 
     if(flag==0) 
         counts(index,:) = counts1(i,:); 
         bins(index,:)=bin_value(i); 
         index=index+1; 
     end 
 end 

  
 n_bins = index-1; 
%K_b(kcal/molK) and T (K) 
k_B = 0.001982923700; 
T = 300; 

  
%define maximum number of iterations and tolerance value 
max_iterations = 100000; 
error_tol = 0.0000001; 

  
i=0; 
error = 1; 

  
%find total counts in every simulation 
totalcounts = sum(counts); 

  
%initialize r_i r_oldi 
for c= 1:n_windows 
    r_i(c)=2; 
    r_oldi(c)=0; 
end 
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while ((i<max_iterations)&&(error>error_tol)) 

     
    %copy all the r_i into r_oldi 
    for c=1:n_windows 
        r_oldi(c)=r_i(c); 
    end 

     
    i=i+1; 
    %find numerators for every bin 
    for b = 1:n_bins 
        %find numerator for the given bin (sum counts over all 

windows) 
        numerator = sum(counts(b,:)); 
        denominator = 0; 
        %next step is to find the denominator 
        for m = 1:n_windows 
            bias = 0.5*k(m)*((bins(b)-x_0(m))^2); 
            denominator = denominator + 

totalcounts(m)*(1/r_i(m))*exp((0-bias)/(k_B*T)); 
        end 
        prob(b)=numerator/denominator; 
    end 
    for m=1:n_windows 
       summation= 0; 
       for b=1:n_bins 
           bias = 0.5*k(m)*((bins(b)-x_0(m))^2); 
           summation = summation + prob(b)*exp((0-bias)/(k_B*T)); 
       end 
       r_i(m) = summation; 
    end 

     
    %find error 
    for m=1:n_windows 
        temperror(m)=abs(r_i(m)-r_oldi(m)); 
        end 
    error = min(temperror); 

     
end 
r_i; 
sum=0; 
for b=1:n_bins 
sum=sum+prob(b); 
end 
sum; 
con=1/sum; 
su=0; 
%adjust probability and find pmf 
for b=1:n_bins 
n_pro(b)=con*prob(b); 
su=su+n_pro(b); 
pmf(b)= 0-(k_B*T*log(n_pro(b))); 
end 
su; 
pmf; 
n_pro 
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%adjust ratio & find free enrgy difference 
for m=1:n_windows 
    ad_ri(m)=con*r_i(m); 
    free_diff(m)=0-(k_B*T*log(ad_ri(m))); 
end 
ad_ri 
free_diff 
%shift pmf 
for b=1:n_bins 
    ad_pmf(b)=pmf(b)-pmf(n_bins); 
end 

  
plot (bins, ad_pmf,'--*') 
xlabel('COM distance between two DNAs (Å)') 
ylabel('PMF (kcal/mol)') 

  

  
figure 
plot (bins, counts) 
xlabel('COM distance between two DNAs (Å)') 
ylabel('Counts') 

 

Sample Input File 

Nsimulation 18 

minbin 22 

maxbin 40 

binwidth 0.25 

start_frame 5386 

end_frame 10386 

DPD_22   22.0 1.0 

DPD_23   23.0 1.0 

DPD_24   24.0 1.0 

DPD_25   25.0 1.0 

DPD_26   26.0 1.0 

DPD_27   27.0 1.0 

DPD_28   28.0 1.0 

DPD_29   29.0 1.0 

DPD_30   30.0 1.0  

DPD_31   31.0 1.0 

DPD_32   32.0 1.0    

DPD_33   33.0 1.0    

DPD_34   34.0 1.0 

DPD_35   35.0 1.0 

DPD_36   36.0 1.0  

DPD_37   37.0 1.0 

DPD_39   39.0 1.0  

DPD_38   38.0 1.0  

DPD_40   40.0 1.0 
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A-2 COM distance vs. simulation time graphs 

 

System 2D-8P 

COM initial separation = 22 Å COM initial separation = 23 Å 

COM initial separation = 24 Å COM initial separation = 25 Å 

COM initial separation = 26 Å COM initial separation = 27 Å 
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COM initial separation = 28 Å COM initial separation = 29 Å 

COM initial separation = 30 Å COM initial separation = 31 Å 

COM initial separation = 32 Å COM initial separation = 33 Å 

COM initial separation = 34 Å COM initial separation = 35 Å 
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COM initial separation = 36 Å COM initial separation = 37 Å 

COM initial separation = 38 Å 
COM initial separation = 39 Å 

 

COM initial separation = 40 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 41 Å 

COM initial separation = 42 Å COM initial separation = 43 Å 
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COM initial separation = 44 Å COM initial separation = 45 Å 

COM initial separation = 46 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 47 Å 

COM initial separation =48 Å COM initial separation = 49 Å 

COM initial separation = 50 Å 
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System 2D-6P 

 

COM initial separation = 22 Å COM initial separation = 23 Å 

COM initial separation = 24 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 25 Å 

COM initial separation = 26 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 27 Å 

COM initial separation = 28 Å COM initial separation = 29 Å 
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COM initial separation = 30 Å COM initial separation = 31 Å 

COM initial separation = 32 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 33 Å 

COM initial separation = 34 Å COM initial separation = 35 Å 

COM initial separation = 36 Å COM initial separation = 37 Å 
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COM initial separation = 38 Å 
COM initial separation = 39 Å 

 

COM initial separation = 40 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 41 Å 

COM initial separation = 42 Å COM initial separation = 43 Å 

COM initial separation = 44 Å COM initial separation = 45 Å 
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COM initial separation = 46 Å 

 COM initial separation = 47 Å 

COM initial separation =48 Å COM initial separation = 49 Å 

COM initial separation = 50 Å 
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System 2D-4P 

 

COM initial separation = 22 Å COM initial separation = 23 Å 

COM initial separation = 24 Å 

 COM initial separation = 25 Å 

COM initial separation = 26 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 27 Å 

COM initial separation = 28 Å COM initial separation = 29 Å 
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COM initial separation = 30 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 31 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 32 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 33 Å 

COM initial separation = 34 Å COM initial separation = 35 Å 

COM initial separation = 36 Å COM initial separation = 37 Å 
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COM initial separation = 38 Å 
COM initial separation = 39 Å 

 

COM initial separation = 40 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 41 Å 

COM initial separation = 42 Å COM initial separation = 43 Å 

COM initial separation = 44 Å COM initial separation = 45 Å 
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COM initial separation = 46 Å 

 COM initial separation = 47 Å 

COM initial separation =48 Å COM initial separation = 49 Å 

COM initial separation = 50 Å 
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System 2D-2P 

 

COM initial separation = 22 Å COM initial separation = 23 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 24 Å 

 COM initial separation = 25 Å 

COM initial separation = 26 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 27 Å 

 

COM initial separation = 28 Å 
 

COM initial separation = 29 Å 
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COM initial separation = 30 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 31 Å 

COM initial separation = 32 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 33 Å 

COM initial separation = 34 Å COM initial separation = 35 Å 

COM initial separation = 36 Å COM initial separation = 37 Å 
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COM initial separation = 38 Å 
COM initial separation = 39 Å 

 

COM initial separation = 40 Å 

 COM initial separation = 41 Å 

COM initial separation = 42 Å COM initial separation = 43 Å 

COM initial separation = 44 Å COM initial separation = 45 Å 
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COM initial separation = 46 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 47 Å 

COM initial separation =48 Å COM initial separation = 49 Å 

COM initial separation = 50 Å 
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System 2D-8P(23%) 

 

COM initial separation = 22 Å COM initial separation = 23 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 24 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 25 Å 

COM initial separation = 26 Å 

 

 
COM initial separation = 27 Å 
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COM initial separation = 28 Å 
 

COM initial separation = 29 Å 

COM initial separation = 30 Å 

 COM initial separation = 31 Å 

COM initial separation = 32 Å 

 COM initial separation = 33 Å 
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COM initial separation = 34 Å COM initial separation = 35 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 36 Å COM initial separation = 37 Å 

COM initial separation = 38 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 39 Å 
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COM initial separation = 40 Å 

 

COM initial separation = 41 Å 

COM initial separation = 42 Å COM initial separation = 43 Å 

COM initial separation = 44 Å COM initial separation = 45 Å 
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COM initial separation = 46 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 47 Å 

COM initial separation =48 Å COM initial separation = 49 Å 

COM initial separation = 50 Å 
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System 2D-8P(OA) 

 

COM initial separation = 22 Å COM initial separation = 23 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 24 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 25 Å 

COM initial separation = 26 Å 

 

 
COM initial separation = 27 Å 
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COM initial separation = 28 Å 
 

COM initial separation = 29 Å 

COM initial separation = 30 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 31 Å 

COM initial separation = 32 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 33 Å 
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COM initial separation = 34 Å COM initial separation = 35 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 36 Å COM initial separation = 37 Å 

COM initial separation = 38 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 39 Å 

 

 
COM initial separation = 40 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 41 Å 
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COM initial separation = 42 Å COM initial separation = 43 Å 

COM initial separation = 44 Å COM initial separation = 45 Å 

COM initial separation = 46 Å 

 COM initial separation = 47 Å 

COM initial separation =48 Å COM initial separation = 49 Å 
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COM initial separation = 50 Å 
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System 2D-8P(LA) 

 

COM initial separation = 22 Å COM initial separation = 23 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 24 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 25 Å 

COM initial separation = 26 Å 

 

 
COM initial separation = 27 Å 
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COM initial separation = 28 Å 
 

COM initial separation = 29 Å 

COM initial separation = 30 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 31 Å 

COM initial separation = 32 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 33 Å 
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COM initial separation = 34 Å COM initial separation = 35 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 36 Å COM initial separation = 37 Å 

COM initial separation = 38 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 39 Å 

 

 
COM initial separation = 40 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 41 Å 
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COM initial separation = 42 Å COM initial separation = 43 Å 

COM initial separation = 44 Å COM initial separation = 45 Å 

COM 

initial separation = 46 Å 

 COM initial separation = 47 Å 

COM initial separation =48 Å COM initial separation = 49 Å 
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COM initial separation = 50 Å 
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System 2D-8P(CA) 

 

COM initial separation = 22 Å COM initial separation = 23 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 24 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 25 Å 

COM initial separation = 26 Å 

 

 
COM initial separation = 27 Å 
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COM initial separation = 28 Å 
 

COM initial separation = 29 Å 

COM initial separation = 30 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 31 Å 

COM initial separation = 32 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 33 Å 
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COM initial separation = 34 Å COM initial separation = 35 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 36 Å COM initial separation = 37 Å 

COM initial separation = 38 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 39 Å 

 

 
COM initial separation = 40 Å 

 
COM initial separation = 41 Å 
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COM initial separation = 42 Å COM initial separation = 43 Å 

COM initial separation = 44 Å COM initial separation = 45 Å 

COM initial separation = 46 Å 

 COM initial separation = 47 Å 

COM initial separation =48 Å COM initial separation = 49 Å 
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COM initial separation = 50 Å 
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A-3 Histogram Charts 

 

Histogram for 2D-6P Histogram for 2D-4P 

Histogram for 2D-2P Histogram for 2D-8P(23%) 

Histogram for 2D-8P(LA) Histogram for 2D-8P(CA) 

 


